I, Devavrat Mahajan (160110029) contesting for the post of sports secretary of Hostel 2 would propose to do the following, if elected

❖ INITIATIVES
1. Hang a punching bag in the tech room and also keep gloves for issue
2. A football tri-series between H2, H3, H4
3. Attempt to arrange friendly matches once in 2 months with other hostels strong in sports in which we are weak to motivate our team

❖ GCs
1. Will ensure the availability of the appropriate sports equipment for practice sessions of GCs
2. Will ensure proper publicizing of the GC beforehand to ensure good participation
3. Will handle the GC allotted to me- from practice sessions to help strategizing the play in the GC
4. Will try to change time slots of GC matches in case of genuine reasons of team members
5. Will ensure that proper refreshments and first aid are provided to the team during important matches
6. Arrange regular team meets to check progress of the team and pondering over the game play
7. Will award players with awards like player of the GC to incentivize freshies as well as other new players to participate in the GC
8. Arrange proper cheering for the team in important matches
9. Talk to the photography secy to capture the matches on camera
10. Post GC updates on the Sports page of Hostel 2 to keep everyone updated
11. If the team reaches semis, attempt to make a poster from the design secy so that maximum people come for cheering the team
INTRA-HOSTEL EVENTS

1. Publicize the events along with posters to ensure maximum participation
2. Plan the intras with a flexible schedule to prevent walkovers
3. Ensure proper form floating and registrations beforehand to get an estimate of the number of people participating for better planning
4. Will ensure proper incentives for winning teams and players of the intra
5. Organize intras of TT, carrom and chess before the GC to select the best team for the gc
6. Organise football, cricket in sem 2 to ensure participation of fourthies
7. Attempt to organize Pool intra
8. Ensure the screening of important matches in the TV room

MAINTENANCE

1. Maintain the POOL, TT and carrom tables
2. Maintain all the playing grounds in the hostel (leveling, grass mowing etc.) with the help of maint secy
3. Will maintain a google sheet of all the sport equipment which can be viewed by everyone. The sheet will also note down issuing of the equipment which will be updated weekly. Review this sheet every fortnight
4. Maintain another sheet involving canteen expenses

Credentials

1. Swimming GC gold
2. Waterpolo GC gold
3. Played both the crossys securing 44 rank in one of them
4. Part of NSO lawn tennis 2016-17
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